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Outgoing NAAA President Laura Taylor thanks
AutoIMS for generous charity donation

Carmel, IN and Moncks Corner, SC -- Serving as the National Auto Auction Association president not only
provides the opportunity to collaborate with the industry and its leaders, it also allows you to experience the
best of the best in the character of all the people in our remarketing community.
In addition to awards, charitable donations, legislation, safety, and planning that sculpt our future in the
industry, the president’s role usually involves a busy schedule of visiting auctions and associate members to
meet their teams and tour their facilities. One thing I can say about the few visits I was able to make as
president before the coronavirus outbreak stopped our travels is that every auction I walked into had the
same smiling faces and positive attitudes ready to help NAAA in whatever way possible.
One such visit before the pandemic shutdown was to the Atlanta office of AutoIMS. Upon our arrival, we were
greeted by President and Chief Executive Officer Venkat Krishnamoorthy. Venkat and his team go beyond the
typical office atmosphere to make AutoIMS a place you want to go every day. They gave me the pleasure of
seeing how an associate member of the industry operates.
Venkat asked me what AutoIMS could do to contribute more to our associate’s role at NAAA. The first request
was to help with the Political Action Committee membership and donations. Unfortunately, this year the
pandemic has sidetracked the great ideas to raise more money to keep our industry on top of any legislation
that might help or hinder the automotive/auction industry.
The next call from Venkat was a surprise conversation about doing more for the president. Ford gives a new
car for the year, Black Book donates the president’s ring, and JD Power presents the incoming president with
some very useful luggage. What AutoIMS would like to do, stated Venkat, is donate $5,000 to the charity of
the outgoing president’s choice. He explained that since 2018, AutoIMS had been on a mission to be the
employer of choice, provider of choice, and investment of choice for the remarketing industry. AutoIMS
contributes to a variety of charities every year and also matches AutoIMS employees contributions to charity.
The new charity donation tradition with NAAA was towards furthering this effort to promote community
giving and also recognizing the hardwork and dedication of the outgoing NAAA president.

As the outgoing president of NAAA, it was my pleasure and privilege to receive this extremely generous
donation presented to me virtually at our Presidential Transition Day ceremony by Venkat Krishnamoorthy.
It was decided that this year’s donation would be split between two charities. The first one is very dear to my
heart, H.O.M.E., which provides a family life, support, and shelter for boys over the age of 16 and is very
active in our local community. The second organization is the USVET FUND in honor of those who have
served our country so well. Both donations were warmly welcomed and most gratefully accepted.
I am truly honored to be a part of such a gracious industry, and even if I did not get to perform all the duties
typical of past presidents, I did get to experience the best of the best our industry has to offer. Thank you.
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